BABY VIZSLA INU (BABYVIZSLA)
WHITEPAPER

ABOUT US
Baby Vizsla Inu is a fully decentralized Peer-to-Peer (P2P) digital currency on
Binance Smart Chain.
Baby Vizsla Inu is a token that aims to have a huge positive influence on the
(hungarian) philanthropic culture Our goal is to support orphaned children to
give them chance for bright future.
Be a Baby Vizsla Inu Holder and catch our creed:
By the community, for the community.
The reward system of ours are astonishing because it gives 7% HVI reward from
all transactions (in proportion of your holder size) if you have at least
5,000,000,000 BABYVIZSLA tokens.

BABY VIZSLA INU
• Contract address: 0xfb19f247f1f22cef1f0384535c779c664632cb6f
• Website: www.babyvizsla.com
• Launched: 2022
• Team size: 7
• Token Name: BABY VIZSLA INU
• Symbol/Ticker: BABYVIZSLA
• Platform: Binance Smart Chain
• Token Type: BEP-20
• Total Tokens: 50,000,000,000,000 BABYVIZSLA (fifty trillion)
• Mineable: No, POS Token

BABY VIZSLA INU ROADMAP
2022 Q1
Finalizing the Whitepaper and
yearly Roadmap
Token launch
Website launch
Launch on pancakeswap
Shill campaigns at social media
platforms
Start suppoting Orphanages
Making complex charity structure
Creating active social chanels
(Facebook (page and group),
Instagram, Telegram (hungarian
and international/english), Tiktok,
Twitter, Discord, Reddit, Youtube
Making strong loyalty program
Quarterly Airdrops
Organizing media presence
Presence on crypto listing sites:
Coindiscovery,
Watcherguru,
Top100token, etc.
Get more than 3000 holders
First charity event

2022 Q2
AMA in different communities
Quarterly Airdrops
Loyalty program launch
Partnerships with businesses that
accepsts BABYVIZSLA payment
Start paid international marketing
campaigns
Press releases
Influencer marketing push
Listing
(CMC,
Coingecko,
Blockfolio)
First exchange listing
2nd wave of charities
Get more than 10000 holders

2022 Q3
Merchandise launch
Expand
marketing
efforts
(Offline/online media apperances
(international)
Second exchange listing (Hotbit
or Indoex)
Launch Proprietary Mascot
Expand targeted charitis
Billboard advertisement
Sponsoration (music videoclip)
Multiple charity events
Get more than 25000 holders

2022 Q4
More exchange listing (like XT,
Cointiger, etc)
Enroll
agressive
marketing
(radio/television)
Engage
giveaways
and
competitions
First
BABYVIZSLA
comic/animation video relase
International media apperance
(like Yahoo Finance, Bloomberg,
Forbes online, etc)
Own mobile application release
Sponsoration (music videoclips,
athletes, etc)
Partnership with A-list celebrities
Multiple charity events
Get more than 50000 holders

2023 Q1

To be
continued...

BABY VIZSLA INU GOALS
One of our main target is to list our token on every relevant digital exchanges, because high holder
number can generate more transaction value and it will create our golden fund to help orphans. We
want to be spread around the world as fast as possible by the power of the good deeds that we acn
share with the ones in need.
BABYVIZSLA were born in the incubator program of the most popular hungarian token Hungarian
Vizsla Inu, but we are also stepping on the (inter)national stage. Our purpose is clear without any black
shadow, just to be a rock solid base for orphans, be the guard of their future, be their pillar of hope.
We are active, we are funny and supportive with decades of experience in many fields like marketing,
hospitality and in the finance sector. So let’s meet up in this project and be a valued and active member
of our happy community.
In long-term we want to become a popular altcoin as we will develop our own utility.
Our Altcoin project is about to create a social media platform aimed for the pet-friendly community and
which will be party fueled with BabyVizsla token. Providing an opportunity for pet owners to create
personalized profiles for their own pets while they can also make friends and acquaintances, which we
want to implement internationally. We plan to delegate pet beauty contests internationally through the
platform. Once sufficient traffic is achieved, sponsors and paid advertisements will be inserted to further
support the project.
That is how we want to earn our land and place in the crypto world.

BABY VIZSLA INU TOKENOMICS

Every transactions has an automatic 13%
transaction tax.
At the start:
- 60% Coins for Sale (Liquidity)
- 17% Development and marketing
- 13% Team Wallet
- 10% Charity

REWARD
• Cooperation and partnerships are important, so we give
Hungary's most popular Token as a reward, namely the
HUNGARIAN VIZSLA INU Token.
• With each transaction 7% of the value is distributed to
existing holders in HVI Token. Minimum 5,000,000,000
BABYVIZSLA Token Holders.
• HVI Tokens stored in the treasury serve as an extra reward for
strengthening the community. Examples: Promotions,
contests, airdrops, content making etc.

LIQUIDITY POOL
• Part of the core logic of the BABYVIZSLA Token contract is an automatic
liquidity pool algorithm. 4% of each buy and sell is accumulated and then added
to the PancakeSwap liquidity pool (LP Fee).
• One of the core aim is to reduce the price impact when larger wallets decide to
sell their tokens at any point in time.
• Having this algorithm in place, in theory, it helps to reduce the large price
fluctuations that can be seen in other tokens, when the project becomes larger.
• In short, the tokens and BNB added to the liquidity pool creates stability and an
increased price floor.
• 100% liquidity locked for two year (2024/01).

